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ABSTRACT Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) exhibit excellent performance on the head pose

estimation problem under controllable conditions, but their generalization ability in the wild needs to be

improved. To address this issue, we propose an approach involving the introduction of facial landmark infor-

mation into the task simplifier and landmark heatmap generator constructed before the feed-forward neural

network, which can use this information to normalize the face shape into a canonical shape and generate a

landmark heatmap based on the transformed facial landmarks to assist in feature extraction, for enhancing

generalization ability in the wild. Our method was trained on 300W-LP and tested on AFLW2000-3D.

The result shows that for the same feed-forward neural network when our method is used to introduce

facial landmark information into a CNN, accuracy improves from 88.5% to 99.0% and mean average error

decreases from 5.94◦ to 1.46◦ on AFLW2000-3D. Furthermore, we evaluate our method on several datasets

used for pose estimation and compare the result with AFLW2000-3D, finding that the features extracted by

a CNN could not reflect the head pose efficiently, which limits the performance of the CNN on the head pose

estimation problem in wild. By introducing facial landmarks, the CNN could extract features that reflect head

pose more efficiently, thereby significantly improving the accuracy of head pose estimation in the wild.

INDEX TERMS Head pose estimation, convolutional neural network, landmark heatmap, faceshape

normalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image-based head pose estimation is a challenge in the

filed of machine vision. During the last decade, various

applications, which are based on accurate head pose esti-

mation, have been developed, such as intelligent meeting

system [1], human robot interaction [2], person tracking [3],

and driver monitor system [4]–[8]. The performance of such

applications depends to a large extent on the accuracy and

robustness of the head pose estimation algorithm. At present,

though the head pose estimation algorithm exhibit excel-

lent performance under controllable conditions, it does not

show ideal performance in a wild environment (i.e., when

there is large variation in appearance and environmental

conditions) [9]. Therefore, improving accuracy and robust-

ness of the head pose estimation algorithm is of considerably

significant.

‘Head pose’ is the head’s relative orientation with respect

to the camera, and it is typically expressed in term of three
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angles (yaw, pitch and roll). To predict these angles from

a raw image, many methods have been proposed from dif-

ferent points of view, from model-based methods (geomet-

ric models [10]–[13] and deformable models [14], [15])

to appearance-based methods (classification approa-

ches [16]–[18], manifold embedding approaches [19]–[22]

and nonlinear regression approaches [9], [23], [24]). Model-

based methods use geometric information or landmark loca-

tions to estimate the head pose, while model-based methods

exhibit excellent performance in small angles; the result

of estimation relies entirely on landmarks detection perfor-

mance and the information of the image is ignored, resulting

in fragile robustness [25]. Appearance-based methods esti-

mate head pose directly from the raw image. As they take

advantage of image information, appearance-based methods

are less sensitive to partial occlusions and extreme angular

views. Nevertheless, the image contains several features and

the output variables that regressed from the features do not

necessarily correspond to the pose angle [22]; therefore

appearance-based methods have considerable potential to

make further progress in estimation accuracy.
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In view of the limitations of these two methods, a new

method based on CNN [26], [27] is proposed to improve

the accuracy and robustness of head pose estimates in the

wild by combining the advantages of these two kinds of

methods to complement each other. We use state-of-the-art

landmark detector (Dlib [28] and FAN [29]) to find facial

landmarks from the image, and then input the landmarks

location and image to the task simplifier for calculations.

The task simplifier is responsible for calculating the affine

transformation matrix that minimizes the standard deviation

between input landmarks S1 and canonical shape S0. Then the

input image is transformed based on the matrix to simplify

the head pose estimation task and improve accuracy. Land-

mark heatmap is generated in the heatmap generator based

on the transformed landmarks. Then, the landmark heatmap

is stacked with the transformed image to be input into the

feed-forward neural network. Thanks to the introduction of

landmark heatmap, feed-forward neural network can focus

on the area around facial landmarks while extracting features

from the image. Compared to appearance-based methods,

the proposed method has reduced interference from wild

environment (large variation in appearance and environmen-

tal conditions) to features extraction, so the output of con-

volution layers can express the head pose more efficiently

and the accuracy of the algorithm is improved. Because

the landmarks location does not determine the estimation

result directly, the proposed method is more robust than

model-based methods.

The main research content and contributions of this study

are as follows:

• A new method based on a convolutional neural network

for head pose estimation in the wild is proposed, which

combines the advantages of model-based methods and

appearance-based methods. The impacts of the new

architectures proposed in this study have been investi-

gated and it has been proved that these new architectures

contribute a lot to the accuracy and robustness of head

pose estimation in the wild.

• The generalization ability of the proposed method

is demonstrated by validation the method on several

datasets in the wild and compared with state-of-the-art

methods. The head pose estimation method proposed in

this paper reduces the mean average error (MAE) from

5.94◦ to 1.46◦ and improves accuracy from 88.55% to

99.00% on validation set.

• By comparing the evaluation result under control-

lable conditions with the result under wild conditions,

the main factor which causes a large difference in

performance between controllable conditions and wild

conditions is found. This is because under controllable

conditions, the background changes less and the fea-

tures extracted by CNN can express head pose more

efficiently. The main factor which limites the accuracy

of controllable condition datasets is the expressivity

of CNN.

• We add facial landmarks annotation for BIWI and

CASPEAL datasets by FAN and manually relabel the

image with large error, constructing a facial landmark

and pose dataset containing 35K images. The dataset

will be published later for research at https://github.com/

shallybrown/facial_landmark_label-

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we provide a brief overview of the literature related to head

pose estimation. In Section 3, we elaborate on the details of

the proposed method. In Section 4, we evaluate the perfor-

mance of our method on wild datasets as well as control-

lable condition datasets. Lastly, section 5 presents the study’s

conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

Currently, the head pose estimation problem has been investi-

gated from various perspectives and with various techniques,

such as laser pointers, camera arrays, stereo-cameras and

magnetic and inertia sensors [30]. Compared to other meth-

ods, the methods based on raw images are more feasible and

less limited. This section is limited to the methods based

on raw images, which are the most relevant methods to our

work. A completed description of all the methods available is

out of the scope of this article, so we refer the reader to the

survey [30] and the book [31].

There is a close relationship between head pose and

the distribution of facial landmarks. Huang et al. [32]

proved that under the weak perspective model the 3D

pose of a 3-point configuration is uniquely determined

up to a reflection by its projection. Under such circum-

stance, many researchers use 3D head model points and 2D

image projections correspondences to estimate head pose.

Hu et al. [10] roughly estimated head pose using the asym-

metric characteristic of the facial features and refined the

result by using a 3D-to-2D model. As the development of

face alignment [28], [33], [34], the precision, real-time and

robustness have improved, the technology has been wildly

used for head pose estimation [11]–[13]. However, since the

face model is pre-defined, and there are individual differ-

ences in the shape of the participants’ face, the model can-

not fit the completed face, this results in a certain error

in the estimation result. Though deformable models could

reduce the error by deforming the head model to adapt to

each participant [14], [15], the process of deforming requires

a significant amount of data and can be computationally

expensive.

Compared with model-based methods, appearance-based

methods make full use of image information to estimate the

head pose. Appearance-based methods can be divided into

classification methods, manifold learning methods and non-

linear regression methods. Head pose estimation is consid-

ered as a multiclass classification problem in Classification

methods [16]–[18]. Though classification methods are easy

to be implemented and have strong real-time performance,

they can only predict the approximate range of the head pose
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and suffer from the granularity of the estimated angles given

the difficulty of training two classes whose angles are very

close. So their field of applications are limited.

Manifold embedding methods use feature extraction tech-

niques to create a discriminative feature space for head

pose estimation, where the correspondence between the

feature space location and the pose is easy to establish.

Diaz-Chito et al. [19] extracted the initial features based

on conventional HOG features [35], and then projected the

features onto a feature manifold based on Generalized Dis-

criminative Common Vectors(GDCV). Finally, the head pose

is estimated from a continuous regression composed of split

fitting and multivariate local regression. Haj et al. [21] and

Drouard et al. [22] reduced the feature dimensions by pro-

jecting features to latent space and regressing the head pose

from the output of the latent space. Compared with deep

learning, manifold embedding methods use fewer comput-

ing resources and do not require a large number of training

samples. After several years of development, the precision

of manifold embedding methods has improved considerably,

but its accuracy and robustness still need to be improved for

practical applications.

Nonlinear regression methods use a labeled training set to

create a nonlinear mapping from images to poses, and CNNs

are part of these methods. Because CNNs have the ability to

reduce dimensions and extract features automatically, they

have achieved good results in various fields. At present,

several head pose estimation methods based on CNNs have

been proposed. Patacchiola and Cangelosi [9] evaluated the

performance of different CNN architectures and different

adapter gradient methods on released in-the-wild head pose

datasets. Liu et al. [23] generated a realistic head pose dataset

using rendering techniques and evaluated their CNN-based

method on synthetic as well as real data. Ahn et al. [24] pro-

posed a multi-task convolutional network for face detection,

bounding box refinement and head pose estimation. While

the use of CNN has improved the precision of head pose

estimation considerably, the excellent performance is only

exhibited in the same type of images and conditions present

in the training set due to severe overfitting to the training

set [19].

It has been demonstrated that there is a close rela-

tionship between head pose and the distribution of the

landmarks [36], [37]. Ren et al. [34] introduced head pose

into the processing of face alignment to improve the accu-

racy of face alignment. Xu and Kakadiaris [38] used global

and local CNN features to solve head pose estimation and

landmark detection tasks jointly. Similarly, introducing facial

landmarks information into the processing of head pose

estimation could also improve the accuracy of head pose

estimation theoretically. However, this method has not been

attempted to date. Given the lack of satisfactorywork, we pro-

pose a new CNN-based method for head pose estimation

according to facial landmarks location and image. Inspired

by Deep Alignment Network (DAN) [39] and Boundary-

Aware Face Alignment [40], the proposed method uses facial

landmarks to normalize face shape into a canonical shape and

generate landmark heatmap in the basis of transformed facial

landmarks to assist feature extraction. Thanks to the landmark

heatmap, the features extracted by CNN correspond better to

the pose angles, which will improve the generalization ability

of CNN-based methods. Through experiments, we analyze

the improvement of accuracy which is caused by introduc-

ing information of the facial landmarks into the CNN, and

compare the proposed method with state-of-the art head pose

estimation methods. The next section will focus on how the

proposed method introduces facial landmarks information

into the CNN.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we firstly give an overview of the proposed

method for head pose estimation. Next sections discuss the

details of the proposed method.

A. OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed method for head

pose estimation. We localize the landmarks based on face

alignment techniques. According to the landmarks, a certain

area around the face is intercepted and the it is resized to

the specified size as the input of CNN. The details of this

part are described in subsection B. Our CNN consists of a

task simplifier, a heatmap generator and a feed-forward neu-

ral network. Referring to Cascade Shape Regression (CSR)

framework [33], [34], [41], the proposed method defines a

canonical face shape S0, and normalize the input face shape

S1 into canonical face by affine transformation to simplify

the head pose estimation task and improve accuracy. The

details of the task simplifier are described in subsection C.

Landmark heatmap is created in the basis of the landmarks

after affine transformation in the heatmap generator, which

are described in subsection D. The warped image is stacked

with the landmark heatmap as input for the feed-forward

neural network to estimate head pose angles. The structure

of the feed-forward neural network is shown in Fig. 2 and

described in subsection E. Subsection F details the training

procedure.

B. FACE ALIGNMENT

Given the need to use facial landmarks as the input of CNN,

we use a state-of-the-art landmark detector (Dlib [28] and

FAN [29]) to localize facial landmarks. A certain area around

the face in the input image is intercepted based on facial

landmarks information, and the face area accounts for a

quarter of the total area of the intercepted area, thereby

reducing the influence of the scale change of the face

image on the estimation accuracy of the pose. The inter-

cepted image and face key information is used as input to

our CNN.

C. FACE SHAPE NORMALIZATION

The task simplifier is responsible for aligning input face shape

S1 into a canonical shape S0 to simplify the estimation task
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed head pose estimation method.

FIGURE 2. Structure of the feed-forward part of our method. The kernels are shown in the figure described as height × width × depth, stride.

and improve accuracy. Referring to Cascade Shape Regres-

sion (CSR), the canonical shape consists of n points and the

mean of these points is in the center of image, as shown

in Fig. 3. The input face shape S1 and the canonical shape

S0 consist of n points. (xn, yn) is the coordinates of the nth

point of canonical shape S0 and (wn, zn) is the coordinates of

the nth point of inpust shape S1.

To align the input face shape S1 to the canonical shape S0,

the translational component and scale component should be

removed firstly, as follows:

σ0 =

√

(x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2 + · · ·
n
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of canonical shape S0 and input shape S1.

S ′
0 = {(

x1 − x

σ0
,
y1 − y

σ0
), · · · } (1)

σ1 =

√

(w1 − w)2 + (z1 − z)2 + · · ·
n

S ′
1 = {(

w1 − w

σ1
,
z1 − z

σ1
), · · · } (2)

(x, y) is the mean of the canonical shape S0 and (w, z) is the

mean of input shape S1. σ0 and σ1 are the root mean square

distance of S0 and S1, respectively.

Next, calculate the rotation portion of the affine matrix.

The rotation portion is an orthogonal matrix R that the most

closely maps S1 to S0, and it can be written as follows:

R = arg min
�

∥

∥�S1
′ − S0

′∥
∥

2

F
(3)

Based on the conclusion of Schönemann et al. [42]. R could

be solved as follows:

U6V
T =

[

w1
′ · · · wn

′

z1
′ · · · zn

′

]







x1
′ y1

′

...
...

xn
′ yn

′







R = VU
T (4)

(x ′
n, y

′
n) are the points of S

′
0 and (w′

n, z
′
n) are the points of S

′
1.

U6V
T is the result of singular value decomposition. The

input face shape is scaled after being rotated to the size of

canonical face shape S0. S1
′′ is the input shape after rotation

and scaling, and (w′′, z′′) is the mean of S ′′
1 , which can be

written as follows:
[

w̄′′

z̄′′

]

=
σ0

σ1
R

[

w̄

z̄

]

(5)

Finally, S ′′
1 is translated to align the mean of S ′′

1 with the

mean of S0 and the S
′′′
1 after translation is the most close to S0.

The affine transformation matrix A, which aligns the input

face shape S1 to canonical face shape S0, is defined as

A =









σ0

σ1
r11

σ0

σ1
r12 x̄ − w̄′′

σ0

σ1
r21

σ0

σ1
r22 ȳ− z̄′′

0 0 1









(6)

r11, r12, r21, r22 are the parameters of rotation matrix R.

FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of camera coordinate system.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of the camera coordi-

nate system. Because of the affine transformation, the pose

angles after wrapping are equivalent to the angles which

continues to rotate −θ on the Z axis in the basis of original

pose angles. θ can be written as follows:

θ = tan - 1(−
r11

r12
) (7)

The datasets for head pose estimation choose the rotation

axes for Euler angle as Z-Y-X. To simplify the calculation,

we transform the rotation axes for the Euler angle fromZ-Y-X

to X-Y-Z. Rotation matrix M could be calculated from the

Euler angles of Z-Y-X. Assuming pitch is α, yaw is β and

the roll is γ under X-Y-Z for Euler angles, M is represented

by α, β, γ

M =





cos(γ ) − sin(γ ) 0

sin(γ ) cos(γ ) 0

0 0 1









cos(β) 0 sin(β)

0 1 0

− sin(β) 0 cos(β)









1 0 0

0 cos(α) − sin(α)

0 sin(α) cos(α)



 (8)
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Based on eq. 8, α, β, γ can be calculated as follows:

α = tan−1M32

M33

β = tan−1 M31
√

M2
11 +M2

21

γ = tan−1M21

M11
(9)

M32, M33, M11 and M21 are the parameters of rotation

matrix M. After affine transformation, the rotation axes for

Euler angle is X-Y-Z-Z, which is equivalent to X-Y-Z. At this

time, the Euler angles is (α, β, γ − θ ).

D. LANDMARK HEATMAP

The landmark heatmap is an image where the intensity is

highest in the locations of landmarks and it decreases with

the distance to the closest landmark. It is first proposed by

Kowalski et al. [39] and used in Deep Alignment Networks

so that the CNN can focus on the area around the land-

marks which are estimated by the previous stage to infer

landmark locations. Inspired by this, the heatmap generator

is constructed in front of the feed-forward neural network

so that the feed-forward neural network could focus on the

features around the facial landmark and reduce the error of

estimated result caused by background changes. The heatmap

is generated by eq.10.

H (x, y) =
1

1 + min(w′′′,z′′′)∈S1 ′′′ ‖(x, y) − (w′′′, z′′′)‖
(10)

H (x, y) is the intensity of Point (x, y) of heatmap and S ′′′
1 is

the input shape after affine transformation. In the proposed

method, the heatmap values are only calculated in a circle

of a certain radius around each landmark. Some samples

of original images, the results of label, warped images and

landmark heatmaps are shown in Fig. 5.

E. FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORK

The overall shape of the feed-forward network is inspired

by VGG16 [43]. However, since the head pose estimation

task is relatively simple compared to the object detection

etc., the input size of other related work is generally small.

So we change the input size to 112×112 to improve the real-

time of the proposed method. The structure of feed-forward

network, kernel size, input shape and output shape are shown

in Fig. 2. The feed-forward network consists of eight convo-

lution layers along with two fully connected layers. A max

pooling layer with 2 × 2 region and 2 stride is used to

reduce dimension after each two convolution layer. With the

exception of max pooling layers and the output layer, every

layer takes the advantage of batch normalization and uses

Rectified Liner Units (ReLU) for activations to achieve the

same accuracy with fewer training steps. A dropout layer is

added before the first fully connected layer for regularization

to avoid overfitting. The Eular angle of head pose in the

range of [−π, +π ], so the output layer uses tanh function for

FIGURE 5. Sample images of the dataset relabeled based on AFLW, Biwi
head-pose dataset and intermediate results of our proposed method. The
columns show: the original images, the results we have relabeled,
the intermediate results after face shape normalization and the landmark
heatmap.

activation and is multiplied by π to normalize the result in the

range [−π, +π ].

F. TRAINING PROCEDURE

In the training procedure, the inputs of our method are

images, landmark locations and the labeled head pose. The

loss function which is used in training is defined as follows:

L =
1

Nb

Nb
∑

i=1

√

‖P − P′‖22
3

(11)

where Nb is the number of mini-batch feeds in training, P is

a vector of labeled head pose after affine transformation and

P
′ is the estimated pose.

We train our model using adaptive moment estimation

(Adam) [44]. The updated rule for Adam can be expressed

as follows:

wt+1 = wt −
lr√

m2 + ε
m1 (12)
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where wt+1 and wt are the weights at time t + 1 and t . lr is

the learning rate and ε is a small value used to avoid division

by zero. The two moments m1 and m2 are taken at time t , and

before the weights are updated, they are corrected to limit

a bias toward zero during the first steps. The moments are

regulated by two decaying factors β1 and β2. The authors

suggest that these parameters be initialized to standard values

β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. We used these values in our

experiment.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

1) DATASETS

We evaluate the proposed method using six datasets as

follows:

• 300W-LP [45]: 300W [46] standardizes multiple

alignment datasets with 68 landmarks, including

AFW [47], LFPW [48], HELEN [49], IBUG [46]

and XMSVTS [50]. With 300W, Zhu et al. [45]

adapted 3DDense Face Alignment (3DDFA) to generate

61255 samples across large poses (1786 from IBUG,

5207 from AFW, 16556 from LFPW and 37676 from

HELEN. XM2VTS is not used), which is further

expanded to 122450 samples using flipping. We train

our CNN on 300W-LP.

• AFLW2000-3D [45], [51]: AFLW2000-3D contains the

first 2000 identities of the AFLW, which have been re-

annotated with 68 3D landmarks using 3DDFA [45].

There are 1306 samples in [0◦, 30◦], 462 samples in

[30◦, 60◦] and 232 samples in [60◦, 90◦].
• Biwi Dataset [52]: The dataset contains approximately

15000 images of 20 people (6 females and 14 males

−4 people were recorded twice). For each frame, a depth

image, the corresponding RGB image and the anno-

tation of face area and head pose are provided. The

absolute yaw degrees within [0◦, 75◦] and the absolute

pitch degrees within [0◦, 60◦]. We have added the label

of 68 landmarks for each frame with FAN [29] and

relabeled the frames that have not been labeled by FAN

with manually.

• CASPEAL [53]: The CASPEAL contains 21840 images

of 1040 subjects with pose annotation. For each sub-

jects, images across 21 different poses without any other

variation are included. The absolute yaw degrees within

[0◦, 60◦] and the absolute pitch degrees within [0◦, 45◦].
We have added the label of 68 landmarks for each frame

with FAN[27] and relabeled the frames that failed to be

labeled by FAN manually.

• DrivFace [6]: TheDrivFace is composed of 606 samples,

acquired over different days from 4 driver (2 women

and 2 men). The annotation contains the face bounding

box, the facial key points (eyes, nose and mouth) and a

set of labels assigning each image into 3 possible gaze

direction. The absolute yaw degrees are within [0◦, 45◦].
• Driver Pose: The Driver Pose is a new dataset proposed

by us for testing the generalization ability of the result

trained on 300W-LP. It is composed of 3426 samples,

acquired from 12 drivers (2 women and 10 men) with

three cameras from different directions. The annotation

contains the face bounding box and a set of labels assign-

ing each image into 12 possible gaze direction. There are

1256 samples in [0◦, 30◦], 1492 samples in [30◦, 60◦]
and 678 samples in [60◦, 90◦].

Some cases of these datasets are shown in Fig. 6.

2) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Without specifications, we implement our experiment in the

basis of Python code and TensorFlow framework [54] in

Ubuntu 16.04. The hardware configuration is as follows:

NVIDIA TITAN Xp graphics card, 12GB GPU memory,

i9-7900X @3.60GHz × 10 processor and 32GB RAM.

To enhance the generalization ability of the training result,

we expand the training set by panning, rotating, scaling and

mirroring randomly 20 times (except 300W-LP, the dataset

has been expanded when proposed). The input size is

112 × 112. The proposed methods in the experiment are

trained for 100 epochs using Adam optimization with a learn-

ing rate of 0.001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The decay rate

is 0.96 and learning rate will be decayed after each 2 epochs

training.

We compute the mean average error (MAE) and accuracy

on validation set to compare the performance among differ-

ent method. Referring to Sundararajan and Woodard [55],

the accuracy has been measured by dividing the range

[−90◦, +90◦] into steps of ±15◦, and it is intended as the

percentage of images within 15◦ of error. TheMAE is defined

as Eq. 13. (αe, βe, γe) is the estimated Eular angle of head

pose and (αg, βg, γg) is the labeled Eular angle of head pose.

Nv indicates the number of samples in validation set.

MAE =

Nv
∑

i=1

(∣

∣αe − αg
∣

∣ +
∣

∣βe − βg
∣

∣ +
∣

∣γe − γg
∣

∣

)

3Nv
(13)

B. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT BROUGHT

ABOUT BY FACIAL LANDMARKS

To investigate the influence of introducing task simplifier and

heatmap generator before feed-forward network, we validate

our method, our feed-forward network with only heatmap

generator, our feed-forward network with only task simplifier

and only our feed-forward network on the same dataset.

We perform two experiment, the one is to validate these

methods on AFLW2000-3D based on five-fold cross valida-

tion and the other one more challenging is to use the entire

300W-LP as the training set and the entire AFLW2000-3D as

the validation set. While training, we validate the result on

the whole training set and validation set after each 2 epochs

training finished and then record the loss. In the basis of the

data, we draw the loss convergence curves of training set and

validation set among different methods, the curves are shown

in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The mean average error in degrees and

the accuracy of training result among different methods are

shown in table1 and table2.
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FIGURE 6. Cases of datasets used in validation. Rows 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 are the original images from the CASPEAL dataset, AFLW2000-3D dataset and
BIWI dataset. Rows 2, 4, 6 and 8 are the landmarks information that was labeled for these datasets. Landmarks information will be used in our method to
improve the accuracy of head pose estimation.

Compared with head pose estimation in the basis of only

raw image, head pose estimation in the basis of affine image

exhibits better performance in the two experiments. On the

validation set, the errors of Eular angles were reduced, espe-

cially roll angle (by 2.60◦ in five-fold cross validation on

AFLW2000-3D and by 3.31◦ in trained on 300W-LP). Task

simplifier narrows the variation of head poses by rotating the

image on Z-axis. Rotating image on Z-axis mainly narrows

the variation of roll of head pose, and the contribution of

task simplifier for mean average error (MAE) is mainly

focused on the roll, which shows that narrowing the vari-

ation of head pose is beneficial to simplify the learning

task and improve the accuracy of head pose estimation.

In the condition of insufficient training data (five-fold cross
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FIGURE 7. Five-fold cross validation on ALFW2000-3D. Solid curves denote training loss, and dotted curves denote validation loss. Blue: head pose
estimation based on affine image and heatmap. Red: head pose estimation based on affine image. Green: head pose estimation based on raw image with
heatmap. Black: head pose estimation based on raw image.

FIGURE 8. Training on 300W-LP and validating on AFLW2000-3D. Solid curves denote training loss, and dotted curves denote validation loss. Blue: head
pose estimation based on affine image and heatmap. Red: head pose estimation based on affine image. Green: head pose estimation based on raw
image with heatmap. Black: head pose estimation based on raw image.

validation on AFLW2000-3D), the improvement of task

simplifier for accuracy is limited (by 4.75%). But in the

condition of sufficient training data (trained on 300W-LP

and validated on ALFW2000-3D), introducing task simpli-

fier before feed-forward network can improve the accuracy

greatly (by 7.60%). This is because the task simplifier does

not significantly reduce background interference. The CNN

still needs to be trained with a large amount of data to extract

the features that have strong correlation with head pose.

Compared with head pose estimation in the basis of only

raw image, head pose estimation in the basis of raw image

with heatmap can reduce the mean average error (MAE) of
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TABLE 1. Mean Average Error (MAE) in degrees and accuracy (% of
images with ±15◦ error) with different proposed architecture on
AFLW2000-3D (five-fold across validation).

TABLE 2. Mean Average Error (MAE) in degrees and accuracy (% of
images with ±15◦ error) with different proposed architecture on
AFLW2000-3D (trained on 300W-LP).

validation set significantly in the two experiments (by 2.16◦

in five-fold cross validation on AFLW2000-3D and by 2.89◦

in trained on 300W-LP). In addition, the introduction of

heatmap generator can greatly improve the accuracy in the

both cases of insufficient training data (five-fold cross valida-

tion on AFLW2000-3D) and sufficient training data (trained

on 300W-LP and validated on ALFW2000-3D) (by 11.75%

in the case of insufficient training data and by 8.40% in

the case of sufficient training data). Taking advantage of

heatmap generator allows obtaining a training result with

strong generalization ability in the condition of insufficient

training samples. This is due to the introduction of heatmap

map, which makes CNN focus more on the area around the

facial landmarks when extracting features and reduces the

interference of background significantly, the CNN can extract

the features that express head pose efficiently more easily.

Task simplifier improves generalization ability by simpli-

fying the learning task and heatmap generator improves gen-

eralization ability by making CNN focus on the area around

facial landmarks. Since task simplifier and heatmap generator

improve generalization ability of training result based on

different methods, the lifting effect can be superimposed to a

certain extent and the loss of validation set can be reduced fur-

ther. Introducing both task simplifier and heatmap generator

before feed-forward network, the accuracy in the condition

of insufficient training samples (five-fold cross validation on

AFLW2000-3D) is improved from 86.00% to 98.75% and

the accuracy in the condition of sufficient training samples

(trained on 300W-LP and validated on ALFW2000-3D) is

improved from 88.55% to 99.00%.

C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

To ensure an exhaustive comparison with other state-of-the-

art methods, our method is validated using three publicly

TABLE 3. Mean Average Error (MAE) in degrees among different
methods on AFLW2000-3D. † trained on 300W-LP.

TABLE 4. Mean Average Error (MAE) in degrees among different
methods on the BIWI dataset. ∗ these methods use depth information.

TABLE 5. Angular error of pitch and yaw in degrees among different
methods on the CASPEAL dataset.

available standard datasets, AFLW2000-3D, BIWI, and

CASPEAL.

Firstly, we compare our method with other state-of-the-

art methods on AFLW2000-3D. The † indicates that the

method is trained on 300W-LP. Multi-Loss ResNet50 [25]

estimates head pose angles directly from image intensities

based on a CNN. The main task of 3DDFA [45] s to align

facial landmarks using a dense 3D model. As a result of the

3D fitting process, a 3D head pose is produced. FAN [29]

and Dlib [28] are state-of-the-art landmark detectors and

the proposed method is compared with pose estimated from

landmarks using the two landmarks detectors and ground

truth landmarks. The result is presented in Table 3.

After removing the task simplifier and heatmap genera-

tor, our method exhibits performance similar to Multi-Loss

Resnet, 3DDFA on AFLW2000-3D. This result is also in

line with the conclusion of Patacchiola and Cangelosi [9]:

when the number of convolution layers and parameters reach

a certain value, adding another convolution layer or more
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FIGURE 9. Examples of estimation of facial landmarks and head pose in DrivFace and Our dataset. Rows 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the examples of DrivFace
dataset and rows 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the examples of our dataset. Rows 1, 3, 5 and 7 show the result estimated by FAN and our method (with landmarks)
and rows 2, 4, 6, and 7 show the result estimated by FAN and our method (without lamdmarks).

parameters did not lead to any improvement. By introduc-

ing landmarks information into CNN based on the pro-

posed method, the CNN exhibits excellent performance

on AFLW2000-3D. This phenomenon further proves our

hypothesis: what limits the performance of CNNs on wild

head pose dataset is not the expressivity of CNNs, but because

the features extracted by the CNN could not reflect head pose

efficiently. Because of large variation in head poses, model-

based methods that only use landmarks information could not

exhibit excellent performance on AFLW2000-3D either. The

proposed method improves the accuracy and generalization

ability of CNN on head pose estimating problem consider-

ably by combining the advantages of both appearance-based

methods and model-based methods.

Then, we evaluate the proposed method on the BIWI

dataset with five-fold cross-validation at the video level

and compare the method with state-of-the-art methods.

We also evaluate the proposed method after removing the
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task simplifier and heatmap generator on BIWI to analyze the

influence of introducing landmarks information into the CNN

on the dataset under controllable conditions. The ∗ indicates

that depth information is used for head pose estimation in this

method. Drouard et al. [22] estimated head pose by using

the manifold embedding approach and adopted the leave-

one-out evaluation protocol at the individual person level.

Liu et al. [23] and Ruzi et al. [25] estimated head pose based

on CNN and adopted cross-validation protocol at the video

level. The result is presented in Table 4.

Because BIWI is the dataset under controllable conditions

(with little background interference), the features extracted

by CNN could reflect the head pose more efficiently. In this

case, what primarily limits the performance on validation set

theoretically is the expressivity of the CNN. The expressivity

of the CNN is mainly dependent on its number of layers.

In all methods based on CNNs listed in Table 4, the order

of expressivity from low to high is Liu et al. [23], ours, and

then Ruzi et al. [25], and the performance on BIWI from low

to high is the same as that of expressivity. The experimental

results are consistent with our estimate. Thus, introducing

landmarks information into CNNs according to the proposed

methods can not improve the performance on the datasets

under controllable conditions significantly. However, situa-

tions under controllable conditions are rare in practice and

the results trained on such datasets are less practical. Com-

pared to other methods, all methods based on CNNs exhibit

excellent performance and are shown to be promising.

Finally, we evaluate the proposed method on CASPEAL

to test the performance when only estimating a single angle.

CASPEAL is only annotated with yaw and pitch. we change

the output layer from 3 to 1 and evaluate the proposed method

on CASPEAL with five-fold validation for twice, which pre-

dicts yaw and pitch separately. EL_TT_N [57] estimates the

yaw of the head pose based on deformablemodel and is evalu-

ated on 940 subjects of CASPEAL. Diaz-Chito et al. [19] and

HPE [22] divide CASPEAL into two parts. Diaz-Chito et al.

evaluate their method on each part with two-fold cross-

validation and repeat 10 times with different random training/

testing sample choices. HPE [22] is evaluated on each part

with five-fold cross validation. Discriminative ResponseMap

Fitting (DRMF) [59] and OPENFACE [58] are also added to

the comparison for reference according to their results, but

using the best trained model provided by the authors.

The result is presented in Table 5. Compared with other

methods, the proposed method still exhibits excellent perfor-

mance when estimating a single angle of head pose.

D. VALIDATION ON UNKNOWN DATASET

To further compare the generalization ability of the proposed

method and the method after removing the task simplifier and

heatmap generator, we evaluate two methods on DrivFace [6]

and Driver Pose dataset. The both methods are trained on

300W-LP. The facial landmarks are located by FAN using the

best trained model provided by the authors.

Representative examples are shown in Fig. 9. The accura-

cies of the two methods have both reached 99.67%, because

there is no large variation of head pose and lighting conditions

on DrivFace. Driver Pose is more challenging because there

are more large poses on the dataset and larger variation in the

lighting condition. Through Fig. 9, we can intuitively find

that after introducing landmarks information into the CNN,

the accuracy of the CNN is significantly improved in the case

of large poses. By introducing landmarks information into

CNN based on the proposed method, the estimation accuracy

on Driver Pose has been improved from 87.9% to 99.3%. The

experiment shows that the proposed method could improve

the generalization ability of trained result considerably.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new method to introduce landmarks

information into a CNN for improving the accuracy of esti-

mation and the generalization ability of the trained result.

A task simplifier and a heatmap generator are constructed

before the feed-forward neural network. In the task simplifier,

the input face shape is normalized to a canonical shape based

on landmarks information to simplify the head pose estima-

tion task. A heatmap is generated in the heatmap generator to

make the CNN focus on the area around the landmarks while

extracting features and the warped image is stacked as the

input of feed-forward neural network. The validation result

on the wild head pose dataset (300W-LP andAFLW2000-3D)

shows that the proposed method can improve the accuracy

of head pose estimation in the wild considerably. Compar-

ing with validation result on the datasets under controllable

conditions (BIWI and CASPEAL), we find that what lim-

its the performance of CNN on wild head pose datasets is

that the features extracted by CNN cannot express the head

pose efficiently, given the expressivity of the CNN. After

introducing landmarks information into the CNN based on

the proposed method, the features extracted by the CNN can

reflect the head pose more efficiently. Finally, we test the

trained result of 300W-LP on DrivFace and Driver Pose. The

result shows that the trained result based on the proposed

method has superior generalization capacity. In the next step,

we are exploring how to combine the proposed method with

the face alignment method into a single neural network to

estimate the head pose during face alignment.
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